Bee package pickup is an exciting time! Be sure that your hive(s) are assembled, painted and
in the selected location ready for the bees so that they can be installed without delay.
When you get the bees home
Bees will do best if installed immediately. If you cannot install the bees into the hive due to
weather, store them (for up to a day) in a cool, dark area and lightly spray the package with
sugar syrup (one part white sugar to one part warm water). This will help calm the bees before
installing them into the hive.
Installing the Bees
There are several methods for installing bee packages into the hive. The following technique
works well and is quite simple.
Wearing protective clothing, take the package to your hive and spray the bees lightly with syrup.
You only need to moisten the bees lightly with sugar syrup so that they are less likely to fly.
Remove the thin wooden cover from the top of the package. Carefully remove the queen cage
from the bee package. Replace the wooden cover so that bees do not exit from the hole left by
the queen cage. Examine the queen cage and verify that the queen is alive. Remove the metal
disk from the end of the cage. There usually is no cork over the candy end of the cage. If there
is a cork over the candy end remove it. Do not remove the cork covering the end of cage
opposite the candy The candy serves as a slow release mechanism so that the bees become
acquainted with their queen and her scent before she is released into the hive. (Bees eat the
candy and “release” the queen.) Place the U-shaped screen around the queen cage. The
candy end should be up and the cage screen should be exposed. Secure the screen with a
rubber band. The screen serves to suspend the queen cage between the frames where the
bees can care for the queen and keep her warm until she is released. Refer to the picture to
ensure proper placement of queen cage. If done improperly, the queen will be unable to exit the
cage.
Check for cork over
candy end of cage and
remove if present.
There usually is no cork
on this end.

Do not remove cork from end
opposite the candy.

Screen hanger attached to queen
cage with rubber band. Note that
candy end is up so that bees can
access candy to release the queen

Queen cage suspended between
frames. Note candy end is up and
screen side of cage is exposed so that
bees can care for queen.

Open your hive and remove five frames from one side of the hive body. Suspend the queen
cage between the two frames in the center of the remaining group of frames. Bump the cage on
the ground to dislodge bees from the syrup can Remove the can and shake about ½ cup of
bees directly over the frames where the queen cage is suspended. These bees will release
pheromones telling the remainder of the bees where the queen is.
Place the entire package in the open space you created by removing the five frames and make
sure the open end of the package is facing up to allow the bees to escape. Pollen patties
(optional) can be placed on the tops of the frames before placing the inner cover and/or feeder
on the hive. A feeder should be placed on the hive to give the bees access to sugar syrup. If
you are using a pail feeder, cover the feeder with an empty deep super and cover with the outer
cover. Syrup should be 1 pound of sugar per 1 pound (pint) of water. The size of the entrance
should be reduced an opening ½ by 1 inch using a wooden entrance reducer.
3 to 5 days later
You should check on the bees 3 to 5 days after installation. Remove the empty package at this
time. There may be a few bees in the package. It can be leaned outside against the front of

the hive. These bees will re-enter the hive on their own. Carefully separate the frames where
the queen cage is suspended and check that the queen has been released. If she is still in the
cage, carefully use a nail or match stick to make a small hole in the candy to aid the bees in
freeing the queen. Re-suspend the queen cage in the same location or remove it if the queen
has left. Replace the five frames which were removed for installation. Continue feeding the
young colony. If the queen was not released, plan to reexamine the hive 3 days later to insure
that she has been released.
Two weeks after installation
You now can examine the colony to verify that the queen is laying eggs. You should see eggs
and larvae at this point. It is not necessary to find the queen, simply observing eggs and larvae
is an indication that she is present. Continue feeding the colony until combs are well drawn out
(built). Remember that it takes 10 pounds of sugar for the bees to produce 1 pound of wax.
They will need to produce 2 or 3 pounds of wax (20 or 30 pounds sugar) to fully draw out 20
deep frames. When they have established the 20 frames, stop feeding and remove the feeder
and add a super. Follow our blog for further suggestions as your hive develops.

